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2013

Canatec Associates 

International Ltd. produces a 

pre-feasibility study for the 

Government of Alberta.

Stimulus for this study was 

the then-current Northern 

Gateway pipeline concept.

Diluted bitumen would flow 

west to an export terminal at 

Kitimat.



With world crude prices at $99/bbl (WTI) and $70/bbl (Western 

Canadian Select), eager Asian markets would guarantee Alberta’s 

economic prosperity for generations to come... 

The significantly shorter 

distance to the big 

markets of China, 

Japan, and Korea 

would give Canadian 

resources preference 

over US-source crude
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A Northern Gateway pipeline route 

in 2013 was not a foregone 

conclusion.

Interests needed a fair hearing 

before any final compromise.

2013

2014
The original Arctic Gateway presentation was being prepared 

for SNAME Arctic in 2014, when the Government of Canada 

gave conditional approval to Northern Gateway.



2013 In 2013, Canatec reminded Alberta and the NWT that Northern 

Gateway need not be the only export option.

Send Alberta energy resources down the 

Mackenzie Valley and ship overseas via a 

short “over-the-top” sea route.

Or, ship resources via Churchill, 

Manitoba, through Hudson Bay, which 

has a more benign sea-ice regime.

Alberta in particular and Canada in 

general have experienced ship designers. 

Let’s consider these options.



And “energy resources” do not begin and end with Alberta bitumen.

We put forth the Arctic 

Energy Gateway as a 

corridor/terminal 

option that would, in 

time, be used to 

channel several 

resources from 

several source areas. 



Much of the report was devoted to alteration of sea-ice regimes due to 

global climate change.

Less ice cover overall and 

lesser proportions of thick 

Multi-year ice in the polar 

pack. Looks promising for 

navigation by conventional 

vessels.

BUT...

Remnant Multi-

year ice has an 

easier drift path to 

southern chan-

nels that used to 

be free of older 

thicker ice.

02 Aug 2012



In 2013, Canatec recommended...

Use the Mackenzie River Valley as a corridor to move Alberta bitumen, 

NWT shale oil/gas, Norman Wells crude, and NE British Columbia gas 

to a marine terminal on the Beaufort Sea.

Expand the projected Beaufort Sea terminal facilities to export offshore 

crude and stranded Mackenzie Delta natural gas.

Add to the global fleet of ice-strengthened tankers/carriers and escort 

icebreakers to aim for year-round export by sea.

While waiting on new pipeline approval and construction, ship bitumen 

by barge, seasonally, down the Mackenzie River for export from a 

Beaufort Sea marine terminal.

While waiting on new pipeline approval and construction, ship bitumen 

and crude oil by rail to Churchill for export through Hudson Bay.



That was Then...

In 7 years, things 

happened.....



Since 2013....

Now: 

$52/bbl, WTI

$70/bbl, WCS $29/bbl, WCS

(prices in U.S. dollars)

Then:

$99/bbl, WTI

As a result, the economic viability of any large-scale resources export 

concept must be completely re-calculated and re-evaluated.



Since 2013.... Politics

Significant regime changes occurred...

2015 – Alberta: New regime uncertain of morality of resource economy 

but needs support in marginal constituencies.

2015 – Canada: New, regionally-focused, regime seeks to redress 60 

years of perceived humiliation.

2017 – British Columbia: New regime similar to Alberta’s, but 

legislature support is needed from a minor, resource-hostile, grouping.

2019 – Alberta: Regime change and attempts to preserve something of 

the older resource economy.

2019 – Canada: Regionally-focused regime remains in power but loses 

parliamentary majority.

These developments, taken together, should stimulate renewed 

interest in some manner of Arctic Resources Gateway. 



Since 2013.... The Rise of LNG

April 2013 – Go-ahead to build Sabetta port and facilities for the 

Yamal LNG project. Fifteen Arc7 class ice-capable LNG carriers 

ordered from Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering of South 

Korea, for delivery 2017-2019.

December 2017 – First LNG shipment out of Sabetta.



The Rise of LNG

Who is importing? 

(2018 data)

Well, Canada for one (the brown sliver).

No surprise, over half of the market 

was comprised of Japan, South Korea, 

USA, and China.

Then there are the expected well-heeled 

EU countries.

But pay attention to India, Pakistan, 

Egypt, Malaysia, and South America.



The Rise of LNG

Who is importing? This just in... 

Yes, Bangladesh, a nation with a large population, needs LNG 

and is now being supplied by the Yamal project.

Panama is the next new LNG importer.

New markets to watch: Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia.



The Rise of LNG

Who is exporting? (2018 data)

Canada does not figure in this graphic.

Here is Australia (21.7% 

of world market).

Here is Papua-New Guinea 

(2.2% of world market).



The Rise of LNG

A standard “value of LNG” graphic, this one from LNG Canada. 

Unspoken are the various uses of the product, e.g. space 

heating, industrial fuel, power generation.

But there is another use – a big one – that has developed since 

our 2013 Arctic Energy Gateway report.....



LNG – the new locomotion fuel

2013 – Ex-Fjalir is re-built at 

Fiskerstrand Verft (Norway) as the LNG 

bunkering vessel Seagas for the Port of 

Stockholm.

2017 – Engie Zeebrugge, built by Hanjin 

Heavy Industries, Korea, is first 

purpose-built LNG bunkering vessel.

But what is LNG fuelling?



Short Answer: Ships, and not just the 525 vessels in the 

current world LNG carrier fleet.

LNG – the new locomotion fuel
But what is LNG fuelling?

From the past four months in the news:

28 November 2019 – New build cruise ship Costa Smeralda (185,000 

grt), first ship-to-ship LNG bunkering at builder’s yard in Turku.



LNG – the new locomotion fuel

16 December 2019 – CMA CGM's 

Containerships has announced delivery of 

its fourth container ship powered by 

liquefied natural gas (LNG), the 1,380-TEU

Containerships Arctic.

17 December 2019 – Classification Society ClassNK granted an 

Approval in Principle ... to NS United Kaiun Kaisha, Ltd. and Imabari 

Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. for their joint project on the concept design of 

an LNG-fuelled capesize bulker.

24 December 2019 – Mitsubishi delivers first LNG Fuel Gas Supply 

System for installation on board an LNG-powered Pure Car Carrier

under construction at Shin Kurushima Toyohashi Shipbuilding.



LNG – the new locomotion fuel

27 December 2019 – Mitsubishi Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. signs contract 

with Mitsui O.S.K. Lines to build two LNG-fuelled ferries, delivery 

2022 and 2023. Particulars: 17,300 grt, length 200 m, beam 28 m; 

capacity 763 pax, 136 trucks, 100 cars.

30 December 2019 – Global miner BHP Group may award contracts 

worth close to $1bln to companies bidding to build the world’s first 

fleet of bulk ships fuelled by liquefied natural gas (LNG).

07 January 2020 – Ordered in May 2017, an LNG-fuelled tugboat

ordered by Mitsui O.S.K. Lines was delivered in February 2019. 

Length o.a. 43.6 m, breadth (moulded) 9.2 m, draft (designed) 3.15 m.

13 January 2020 – Wijnne Barends Chartering, an affiliate of the 

Spliethoff Group, has ordered four new next-generation short-sea 

cargo vessels from the WuHu Shipyard in China. The newbuilds will 

feature LNG propulsion and storage systems. 5,800 DWT Lo-Lo (lift-

on, lift-off) vessels..



LNG – the new locomotion fuel

And, of course, le Commandant Charcot, LNG-fuelled PC-2 polar 

exploration vessel, currently building in Romania and scheduled for 

delivery to la Compagnie du Ponant in June 2021.



LNG – the new locomotion fuel

Where will all these new LNG-powered vessels bunker?

Throughout the European Community.

In Southeast Asia (Malaysia, Singapore).

And maybe in Canada...

25 October 2019 – The B.C. government is throwing its support 

behind FortisBC and the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority in their 

efforts to develop an LNG marine bunkering fuel service 

(JWNEnergy.com).

Expect political posturing to seek to limit source to NE British 

Columbia gas fields (opening bargaining position).



Canada and LNG Export

18 Pacific Coast LNG Export Proposals. 

5 Atlantic Coast LNG Export Proposals. 

Under Review by Natural Resources Canada:

Recent outside development (25 October 2019):

Lloyds Energy would build an 

offshore LNG liquefaction 

facility fed by ExxonMobil North 

Slope gas. Mackenzie Delta 

reserves could tie in.

Interesting... a Qilak target seems to be the Philippines...



Canada and 

LNG Export

Important Canada-wide 

export concern.

See what our situation 

looks like to outsiders.

Must not be limited to 

any one region or 

export corridor.

Above, interesting recent publication worth a read.



Short Shrift...

So much other stuff I wish I coulda said...

As was said in 2013, send 

resources overland to 

export terminals on the 

northern coasts of Canada.

And what was not said was 

to manage international 

commercial navigation 

within and through the 

Northwest Passage waters.



And I wish I coulda said...

Plan for and design the 

kinds of icebreakers we will 

need to support year-round 

navigation in the Canadian 

Arctic.



In compiling this brief presentation, 

many facts, figures, and recent 

reports were encountered.

A more comprehensive 

presentation can be crafted for 

exhibition to a wider spectrum of 

serious interests.

An Arctic Energy Gateway for Canada scoping study can be 

researched and written, underwritten by the wider spectrum of 

serious interests.



Show Biz misconceptions to avoid

Need for conventional energy 

sources will cease overnight

Renewable energy systems will arise 

overnight to fuel everything we have now.

Motorists the world over need only plug their personal electric 

vehicles into the wall overnight to re-charge batteries.

The USA must be counted out as a market.

The USA market will take care of all of our economic concerns.

Emerging markets haven’t the requisite level of development or 

sophistication to consider energy imports from Canada (sorry folks, 

it’s the buyer who chooses the seller).



Moving to the next level

Quantify the export resource potential of Canada.

Quantify the costs of new infrastructure for energy export.

Quantify the markets.

Have committed promoters, overseas buyers, and First Nations 

ownership (Canada, Alaska, Greenland).



So, who’s in?


